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Freddie’s extraordinary voice, the production values and the
suppose, but we are very interested in studio techniques and

In that new year of 1975, it was time to get back to the USA –

wanted to use what was available”, Freddie commented.

where Sheer Heart Attack would work it’s way up to number 12

“The true unveiling of Queen... the moment where they truly

truncated tour of the year before. Armed with the warning that

in the charts – and try to win over audiences there after the
came into their own”, was the AllMusic review later in the

mid-west audiences might balk at the name Queen, they set off

wake of a welter of excellent reviews. “A feast. No duffers”
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Hoople; an odd experience, as they were once again back in

By the time Brian returned, there was an immense amount of

exiles. Readers in the NME were urged not to buy it unless

The final show was in Germany in August, cast adrift from

the role of support act.

work to catch up on. He was definitely not fully recovered from

they had a deaf relative. In later years, reviewers would be

the main body of the tour that had finished in May. One

his illness, and yet the boys were working 14 or 15 hour days

less severe and fans still considered it an excellent album; so

month later, Freddie was 33-years old. Despite his inability

Nonetheless, America would be a puzzling and extraordinary

in the studio giving it their all. It was gruelling work. They had

it reached number 2 in the UK and 6 in the US.

to be faithful, friends insisted that what he wanted most of all

But it was Freddie’s free-roaming lifestyle that at that

it later in the year when he moved a man called Tony Bastin

experience; they were a band living on next to nothing, sharing

decided to make their songs clearer, less layered, because

hotel rooms, initially unknown to the wider American public,

Queen II had confused people. This time they wanted hits, and
Freddie had come up with ‘Killer Queen’, written in one night;

moment in time was worrying his fellow bandmates most of

into his London home. The relationship lasted but a few

fans. And Queen noticed that they were attracting fans from

it took a lot longer to get the backing vocals right. Brian was

all. Success had transformed the singer into a panther out

months.

February 1975 in Columbus, Ohio; they would follow America

amongst those on the periphery of society.

with Japan and then Europe later in the year.

vocalising and Roy Thomas Baker’s dynamic production work”,
It seemed like there might be a repeat of the previous year’s

soon back in the swing with four songs of his own, songs that

of its cage, and he became a one-man drugs and sex show

would become cornerstones in the Queen pantheon such as

with seemingly limitless uncontainable energy and insatiable

One month further on again from Freddie’s birthday, and

For Brian though, the American tour had unexpected

‘Now I’m Here’, which he wrote whilst still in hospital and which

urges. Problems with his voice resurfaced, which he blamed

EMI, who were pleased with ‘Crazy Little Thing Called Love’,

consequences; he fell in love with a girl, identified only as

was recorded in the final studio week, and ‘Brighton Rock’.

on nodules although his lifestyle certainly didn’t help.

rushed out the single for October complete with a video in

By the end of September, the recording sessions were over.

But the show had to go on, so, despite Freddie’s voice being

for the unusual, his push to achieve what was extravagant

Attack was ranked third best album of the year by Disc. The

cancellation, this time because of concerns about Freddie,

‘Peaches’, in New Orleans, a city that would retain Brian’s

band could be well pleased with themselves. They might still

who began to experience vocal problems; three weeks into the

affections from then on. And there was something less

which the boys were all clad in black leather. Freddie’s talent

be a cult band, but that, too, would vanish, just as Freddie’s

tour, he was beginning to lose his voice with a possible case of

pleasant in store for Brian, too. The rockstar life, the drinking,

Queen II had reached 100,000 sales, and the single ‘Killer

under par – not helped by the fact that the tour to promote

and even unsettling, had struck gold again, and the single

past seemed to have.

nodules on his vocal cords. He had, in fact, strained his voice

the bad food and late nights coupled with the infection in his

Queen’ was released in October. Brian was nervous that it

the album began in the same month as the recording

went to Number 2 in the UK and number one on the US

and had laryngitis. Six shows had to be cancelled after Mercury

arm had produced a bout of jaundice. Brian had woken up one

wasn’t powerful enough, and they were desperate for a big hit

sessions finished on Jazz – at the end of October 1978,

Billboard hot 100 and in 3 other countries.

Whilst success was still coyly approaching them, and

experienced severe pain following the Washington gig, and

morning to find himself almost immobile; the diagnosis was

after the mishaps of the recent past. ‘Killer Queen’ surpassed

the tour began in Dallas USA. Freddie’s voice wasn’t able

although their glamorous stage performances and sold-out

painkillers had to be administered to him.

performances suggested otherwise, the four boys had no

hepatitis. Mercury two, had come out in boils. It was evident

his and everyone’s expectations and rocketed to number 2 in

to recover sufficiently, and the result was a less powerful

The band decided to follow up the single with a short tour

that they could not continue the tour, and bitterly disappointed

the UK charts. It made the charts in six other countries, too,

performances then he would normally have given on a tour

in Britain and Ireland, to begin in the middle of November

money to lead a full-blown rock ‘n’ roll lifestyle – although

By March the 8th in Chicago, he was back to his overweening

that their tour was over, they flew back to England, where May

and came in at number 12 in the US, their first international hit.

that would continue through until the first week of May 1979,

and run through to Boxing Day, December the 26th, 1979.

Freddie and Roger dived headfirst into it when they got the

self, a character that some would always find hard to take if

was told to rest for six weeks in bed. It was unfortunate timing,

“Killer Queen’ was the turning point, “ Brian commented later.

when it ended in Japan having passed through Europe in

The Crazy Tour has gone down in the diaries of fans as

“It was the song that best summed up our kind of music.”

January and February.

chance. Brian was far less keen to do so. Freddie was still

not obnoxious. The voice problems returned, however, and the

as they were unable to capitalise on the release of ‘Seven

living with his girlfriend, and Taylor was still in his bed sit as

final date had to be cancelled, after which the band headed

Seas of Rhye’ in the US, which failed to chart as a result.

was John Deacon, who was soon to marry Veronica Tatzlaff,

home and then off to Hawaii for a warm break before launching

his girlfriend of over 3 years, who was expecting their first child.

into the Japan leg of the tour for another eight concerts.
When they reached Japan, all memories of past difficulties
were practically erased when the Japanese fans put on a

Freddie’s image, though, belied the strain on his voice as he

act, even John Deacon for the first time individually with a

adopted biker’s trousers, jacket and cap and topped it all off

than it had ever been before in live performances. His own

gentle pop piece entitled ‘Misfire’, and Roger Taylor produced

with a big chain necklace. Everyone else remained the same,

confidence in his vocal abilities led to him experiment more

songs for a third album.

one of his best songs to date, ‘Tenement Funster’. Freddie

the angelic Roger and Brian, and John the Quiet sitting

freely and soar up to high notes that he’d never dared to

contributed five and collaborated with the others on a sixth,

upright in his shirt and tie.

attempt in a live setting before. What may also have helped

The European leg would be filmed for a live album release,

of just two thousand seats, with the exception of Dublin and

needed to change, and the thing that needed to change was

display of excited enthusiasm. There were sold-out concerts

Eager to get going, Brian joined them, but it was too soon, and

‘Stone Cold Crazy’. The ballad ‘Lily of the Valley’, although

of 14,200-seat venues with the noise the fans made deafening

in August he collapsed and was taken to King’s Hospital, where

no one outside of the band could have known it, displayed

was the decision to stage the shows in many smaller venues

and the stage filling up with presents thrown to the boys.

tests discovered a duodenal ulcer. It required an operation

Freddie’s torn personality and pain at the time. It was, said

Live Killers, their first, which EMI had wanted them to do,

Birmingham, in an attempt to change the dynamic of the full-

All of a sudden, the Queen musicians were superstars,

and, yet again, bed rest. Everyone was nervous about Brian’s

Brian May many years later, about Freddie “looking at his

lacking an immediate follow-up to Jazz. It couldn’t match the

on larger stagings.

Meanwhile, ‘Now I’m Here’, one of Brian May’s songs that

“overwhelmed”, in Brian May’s words. It was just the fillip they

illness, none more so than Brian himself, who feared he might

girlfriend and realising that his body needed to be somewhere

sound quality of their pedantic studio projects and without

had first been performed on the Sheer Heart Attack Tour in

needed. Even though they were quickly brought back down

be replaced. “I can’t even get out of bed to participate in this”,

else”.

visuals was lacking an important dimension of their live

Manchester on the 30th of October 1974, was released as a

to earth when they went home to London and near penury

he worried. “Maybe the group will have to go on without me.”

single on the 17th of January 1975. It would climb to a very

(Brian had fungus growing on his bathroom walls) a state
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experiencing and his voice might well have been better

Whilst Brian was recovering in hospital, the
other members of the band began to work on

Trident, whose association with the band had become fraught.
Lawyers were brought in to try and invalidate the contracts.

one of the best Queen ever undertook. Freddie’s vocal
chords had recovered from whatever problems he had been

On the Sheer Heart Attack album, everyone got in on the

Brian May was living in one room in Earls Court, which he
could only get into through the boiler room. “We had”, he said
many years later, “a single gas ring and no water”. Something

In January, as the new decade of the 1980s broke, Queen’s

shows, but the energy and drive were still apparent.

single ‘Save Me’ was on its climb to number 11 in the UK,

The Band had wanted to experiment, not to be afraid, and
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Fame is an Ugly Bedfellow

was a stable relationship. Perhaps he hoped to have found

and the audience responses lacked the enthusiasm of the UK

for rehearsals in New York before their first date on the 5th of

was the MNE’s opinion, whilst The Winnipeg Free Press read,
“Brian May’s multi-tracked guitar, Freddie Mercury’s stunning
presented a “full-scale attack on the senses”. Sheer Heart
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respectable number 11 in the UK charts.

songs did just that to brilliant effect. “We took it to extreme, I
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another notch in their own successful rise, which brought with
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